




FIRST THING FIRST, SCAN THIS QR CODE WITH YOUR FACEBOOK MESSENGER 

APP TO ACTIVATE YOUR PRODUCT LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY.

PLEASE DO IT NOW WHILE IT’S STILL FRESH IN YOUR MIND.

WATCH THIS PRODUCT DEMO VIDEO AND TUTORIALS ONLINE!

https://www.vitchelo.com/ElectricShaverVideo

You receive this eBook as a BONUS because you have bought our ES55 Electric Shaver. 

Please remember to review it on Amazon, we would love to read 

your feedback.

If you have any issue with this product, please reach out to our customer happiness 

team at support@vitchelo.com.
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1
Every woman wants to be able to show off 

her legs during the warmer months. 

However, with improper shaving techniques 

and without the right tools, it can be down-

right embarrassing. Shaving is a grooming 

activity that no one really enjoys doing. 

However, everyone wants the results that 

you get when you achieve a perfect shave. 

Luckily, there are ways to ensure that you 

are able to get a smooth and safe shave ev-

ery time. In this book, we will be going over 

some of the top tips that you will want to 

utilize to ensure that you are able to get an 

optimal shape each time. 

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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When you are looking to get 

started with shaving, you are 

going to want to try to identify 

the right razor for your needs. 

You will find two distinct types 

of razors that you can use to 

shave. One would be a manual 

razor and the other would be 

an electric razor.  Each comes 

with their own advantages and 

disadvantages.  While a man-

ual razor can provide you with 

the closest possible shave, it is not 

recommended for most because of 

the amount of preparation that must 

go into using one and the discomfort and 

irritation that can come from using it 

improperly.

DIFFERENT RAZORS FOR SHAVING

2DIFFERENT
RAZORS FOR 

SHAVING
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DIFFERENT RAZORS FOR SHAVING

A) Manual, Safety, or Disposable Razors

B) Electric Razors

These are the razors that you will find available in individual or multi-packs. These razors are 

manual and require a lot of preparation to get the best results from them. While they can provide 

extremely close shaves, they can also result in significant irritation, and result in cuts if you are 

not entirely careful. Truth be told, you could end up with cuts even if you are extremely careful 

as you will be using extremely sharp blades to cut the hair. With these types of blades, you are 

going to need to use some type of shaving cream which can help act as a buffer for your skin to 

minimize the chances that you end up cutting yourself during the shave. Along with this, because 

you are going to be cutting so close, it is going to cause much more irritation than you would get 

from electric razors. As a result, you will need to pay more attention to lubricating and moistur-

izing afterward to avoid irritation after each shaving experience.

Electric razors such as the VITCHELO ES55 or its rechargeable model the ESR62 are much more 

convenient for those that are looking for something that they can use without having to worry 

about cutting themselves. Along with this, they also provide much more comfort due to not cut-

ting as close. With that being said, some of the razors on the market will not be able to match the 

kind of shave that you could get from a manual razor because of this. However, there are models 

on the market that can achieve as close of a shave as you would be able to get with a manual 

razor. The key is finding the right razor that can properly contour to your face to offer the closest 

possible shaving experience. Because of this, you want to look at the different options on the 

market to ensure that you are getting one that meets your needs in terms of your skin type, hair 

length, where you will be shaving on your body, and more.

For most, electric is going to be the ideal choice. This is especially true if you value comfort 

and safety with your shave. Because of the advancements in electric razor technology, a lot of 

the electric razors that you will find on the market available now can meet the shaving quality 

that you would expect from a manual razor. As a result, it might be wise to consider investing in
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DIFFERENT RAZORS FOR SHAVING

an electric razor as it is the 

best way to ensure that you 

are able to get a smooth and 

safe shave every single time. With 

an electric shaver, you will be able to 

count on the shaver to perform the same 

way each time which offers you much more 

dependability and consistency without the 

prep work that would normally have to go 

into using a manual razor. 

Now that we have gone over why an 

electric razor is likely the best option for 

most, we will be discussing some of the key 

tips for getting the best possible shave each 

and every time.
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A) Pre-Shave Routine

B) Dry Shave

While this might be the most tedious part of 

the shaving routine, it is perhaps the most 

important. Your pre-shave routine is the very 

foundation of being able to get a close and 

comfortable shave with your either a manu-

al or electric shaver. In fact, your routine can 

dictate whether or not you achieve optimal 

results with your shave altogether. Therefore, 

you want to get it down to a science. Truth 

be told, what works for some might not nec-

essarily be a success for you. That is why it 

is so important to implement ‚ ‘trial and er-

ror’ when you get to this stage. You want to 

figure out what works best for yourself as an 

individual.

One of the most important things that you will 

want to do if you are going to be shaving with 

an electric shaver is to have the proper prepa-

rations in place. Having the right preparations 

in place can dramatically alter the results that 

you are able to achieve with your shave.

To achieve optimal results with your dry 

shave, you will want to wash your body parts 

that you are planning on shaving with warm 

water and a gentle cleanser. 

TIPS FOR SHAVING

3TIPS FOR    
     SHAVING
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TIPS FOR SHAVING

That way, you will be able to soften the hair you are able to shave. Prior to shaving, you should 

dry your skin thoroughly. That way, the excess moisture doesn’t compromise the results that 

you are able to get from your electric shaver. You will want to follow the directions offered by 

your specific electric shaver throughout the shave. Some electric shavers will have you move in 

a gentle but consistent circular motion to achieve a comfortable and close shave. 

Once you finish shaving, you will be tasked with rinsing your skin or wiping down your legs and 

lathering an effective moisturizer on the body parts that you shaved. This will help to ensure 

that you minimize the irritation that might stem from your shaving episode.

If you are going to be executing a wet shave, you will want to be sure that your electric shaver 

is capable of doing it. Typically, you will be able to get much more consistent and smooth re-

sults with a wet shaver. With a wet shave, you will be using a special shaving gel and the body 

parts that you will be shaving will be wet. 

To begin, you should wash your legs with warm water and a gentle cleanser. Once that is com-

plete, you don’t have to worry about drying off your legs. Instead, you can move onto applying 

your shaving gel to the body parts that you are planning on shaving. The shaving gel is meant 

to do a couple of things. For one, it is going to help lift the hairs to provide a much more effec-

tive shave. Also, it is meant to moisturize while you are shaving to minimize the potential for 

irritation. 

You should then follow your electric shavers’ instructions as to the shaving technique that you 

should be using. As noted above, a lot of electric razors will have you executing a circular shav-

ing motion throughout the area you are shaving. Once finished, you will rinse and dry your skin. 

Once that is completed, you will want to moisturize as you would with a dry shave. 

C) Wet Shave
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An electric shaver is typically the way to go 

if you are looking for a consistently close 

shave each and every time. Not only will it 

help you achieve optimal shaving results, 

but it is typically the way to go to minimize 

irritation and to maximize comfort. There are 

simply too many things that can go wrong 

during a manual shave. An electric shaver 

is much more predictable and controlled. 

That way, you don’t have to worry about 

making mistakes with your strokes, shaving 

too close, or anything else that could cause 

severe irritation. 

However, you will need to find the right 

electric shaver that works best for you. Be-

low, we will be going over some of the ma-

jor things that you should be factoring into 

your purchasing decision to figure out which 

shaver is right for you. 

GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE IDEAL ELECTRIC SHAVER FOR WOMEN 

4
GUIDE TO 
CHOOSING
THE IDEAL
ELECTRIC 
SHAVER FOR 
WOMEN
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The main thing that you are likely going to be choosing from when you are shopping for an 

electric shaver for women would be the type of razor. There are two distinct types of shavers 

that you will be choosing from; foil and rotary.

Foil:

A foil shaver is one that is typically made up of a very thin and curved metal foil that 

covers the blade. It works by having the foil move back and forth as the shaver glides 

over your skin. The hairs that get cut by the blades as it enters through the foil’s perfo-

rated holes. Because of the way they are designed, foil shavers are going to work best 

on those that have shorter hair that they need to get rid of. It is typically better de-

signed for those that will be shaving shorter stubble hair on a daily basis. Along with be-

ing the ideal option for closer cuts, it is also the better option for those that might have 

much more sensitive skin and those that might otherwise be subject to various forms of 

irritation caused by shaving. This type of shaver is much less harsh on the skin and can 

be much gentler than a rotary shaver. With that being said, irritation is not necessarily 

out of the picture even with this type of shaver if you do not implement the right shav-

ing preparations. 

Rotary: 

A rotary shaver typically has either three or four shaving heads which each have a cir-

cular disk that spins around the natural curvature of your skin. Each head has its own 

cutters that spin below the heads as you move the razor throughout the different re-

gions that you intend on shaving with it. This is going to be a much better option for 

those that are more inclined on waiting a few days in between shaves as this type does 

much better on longer hair follicles. Along with this, they are typically much rougher on 

the skin. Because of this, they are typically not recommended for those that deal with 

sensitive skin.

GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE IDEAL ELECTRIC SHAVER FOR WOMEN  

A) Type
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B) Dry vs. Wet

C) Power

As noted previously, you are also going to want to figure out whether or not you are wanting 

to implement dry versus wet. While dry shaving might be somewhat more convenient, it is not 

always going to be the most comfortable. Therefore, you are likely going to want to look for 

an electric shaver that is capable of being used when wet. This is likely to provide you with the 

most comfortable experience and it can minimize the amount of irritation that you have to deal 

with during and after each shave. With wet shavers, you will be able to use your favorite shav-

ing gels that can enhance the experience, help you achieve better results, and make you feel 

that much more comfortable. Luckily, the VITCHELO ES55 got you covered whether you are 

going for a dry or a wet shaving.

Another big thing that is going to dictate how easy the shaver is to use and where you can use 

it would be the power and charging methods. Electric shavers come in different kinds of pow-

ered methods including battery, rechargeable, and corded. The type that you end up choosing 

is typically going to dictate where you can use it, how you can use it, and how convenient it 

will be for you. 

GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE IDEAL ELECTRIC SHAVER FOR WOMEN 

ELECTRIC SHAVER IMAGE
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E) Budget

The budget that you have to work with is another major factor that will 

dictate what options you have to choose from. Depending if you 

are looking at the low end of the spectrum or the high-end, you 

should have a variety of shavers to choose from. Luckily, there 

are viable shavers at each end. Therefore, you should be 

able to find an effective shaver no matter how much 

money you are looking to spend on it. While you will 

typically get more for your money the more you are 

willing and able to spend, it is not too difficult to

find a viable solution within your budget range

as technology has advanced significantly

in recent years. Now that we have gone over 

some of the biggest factors that will likely 

go into your purchasing decision when 

you are looking to purchase a shav-

er for yourself, we will discuss 

some of the keys to imple-

menting to really get an 

optimal shave each and 

every time. 

 

GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE IDEAL ELECTRIC SHAVER FOR WOMEN  

D) Cleaning

Cleaning is another major aspect that you should be considering when it comes time to select 

an electric shaver for women. Not only will it dictate the amount of maintenance that goes into 

using the shaver on a regular basis, but it can also dictate how effective it is going to be on 

each shave. It can also impact the total amount of money you have to spend on maintenance 

and cleaning cartridges.
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KEYS TO AN EFFECTIVE ELECTRIC SHAVING ROUTINE

5
KEYS TO AN

EFFECTIVE
ELECTRIC 
SHAVING
ROUTINE

A) Keep Your Razor Charged

B) Use Lubrication

One of the keys to ensuring that you are 

able to get a smooth and comfortable shave 

each time you go to use your shaver is to 

keep it sufficiently charged at all times. 

Nothing is going to limit the results of your 

shave like having a drained razor. Most shav-

ers that you will find on the market are go-

ing to significantly diminish in power output 

when their batteries are drained. Because of 

this, your razor is likely to resort to pulling 

your hair due to not rotating its blades fast 

enough. This alone can cause significant 

discomfort.

Another good thing that you want to do to 

keep your razor functioning optimally is to 

lubricate it regularly. By providing sufficient 

lubrication to your razor, it is going to keep 

the blades from wearing out too fast. Having 

worn out blades can cause them to become 

ineffective and unable to cut hairs properly. 

As a result, your shaves will suffer. By keep-

ing the blades fully lubricated at all times, it 

will allow the razor to operate as it should 

and to minimize the amount of friction that 

takes place during the process. This can reduce the amount of heat that the razor outputs 

which is going to help make for a much more comfortable shave as a result. A razor head that 

gets too hot to the touch can result in not only an uncomfortable shaving experience, but it 

can also cause irritation to spike.
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Believe it or not, but regularly cleaning your 

razor is another major key to having a consis-

tent and comfortable shave each time. This 

is especially true if you are planning on using 

an electric razor along with shaving gel or 

cream. Any hair that gets stuck in the razor 

can cause significant build-up which can 

negatively impact the overall performance 

that you are able to get out of the shaver. Not 

only that, but the build-up might even cause 

the blades to pull on your hair making for a 

very uncomfortable and uneven experience. 

Unless you invest in a razor that comes with 

its own built-in cleaning station which can 

make cleaning convenient, you will need to do 

it manually. Keep in mind, if you are going to 

be cleaning your unit manually, you need to 

restart the initial prep work of keeping it fully 

lubricated either after each cleaning or before 

each use because you will be cleaning it from 

the razor head.

KEYS TO AN EFFECTIVE ELECTRIC SHAVING ROUTINE

C) Clean Your Razor Every Time
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CONCLUSION

6CONCLUSION

Overall, there is a lot that you can do to ensure 

that you are able to get an excellent, smooth, 

comfortable, and safe shave every time. 

Perhaps the best way to do so is by investing 

in a high-quality electric razor that is tailored 

to suit your specific shaving needs and 

requirements and complement the VITCHELO

ES55 which is aimed to ensure you quick and 

flawless fixes at home or on a trip without 

having to go to a specialist. An electric razor 

can provide you with the consistency and 

comfort that you simply wouldn’t be able to 

count on from a manual razor. Follow the tips 

above and you should be able to achieve a 

great shave each session.
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

1. Made in USA BELLABE Facial Hair Remover. Quick & Easy Remove on the upper lip, chin,     

   cheeks and sideburns.

2. COOCHY PLUS Intimate After Shave Protection Moisturizer Delicate Antibacterial Soothing  

    Mist for the Pubic Area & Armpits

3. ALBA Natural Emollient Cream Shave, Mango Vanilla, 8 ounces (Pack of 2)

4. COOCHY Rash-Free Not So Innocent Fragrance-Free Having Cream 8 ounce (3-pack)

5. DIVINE Derriere Intimate Skin Lightening Gel for Body, Face, Bikini and Sensitive Areas

6. TEND SKIN Liquid (4oz) for Ingrown Hairs & Razor Bumps, For use After Shave & Wax

You will surely find the products listed below 

very useful and handy to complement your 

electric shaver. Please check them out on 

Amazon and see for yourself how they can 

make your life easier.

7RECOMMENDED 
PRODUCTS
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Thank you one more time for purchasing 

the VITCHELO® Electric Shaver. 

We believe this product will meet your 

expectation and if it does please remember 

to leave us a review on AMAZON.

VITCHELO® Customer Happiness Team.

VITCHELO LLC

Las Vegas, Nevada 89135

Hotline: (888) 996 8677

Email: support@vitchelo.com

Website: https://www.vitchelo.com

https://www.facebook.com/VitcheloProducts

8CONTACT
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